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Resistant Visit 
 

On Wednesday 4th March, an ex-Resistant, by the name of Jean Naillit, was invited by Mr Ferrari and the CSI to present 

his amazing life as a resistant and eventually as a deportee during World War II. Two secondary classes and a small group 

of troisièmes were invited to attend this meeting. Mr Naillit was originally a factory labourer, but when France 

capitulated, he joined the Résistance of Lyon and worked as manufacturer of false papers. When he was caught by the 

Gestapo in 1944, he was sent to the concentration camp of Buchenwald. He survived there for 6 months until he was 

forced to evacuate and sent on the "Walk of Death", a 900km walk throughout Germany where the SS and remainders of 

the German forces marched throughout the country to escape the American and Soviet forces. Only eating a few grains 

every day, he was eventually freed and sent home by the Allies when the Nazis gave in. 

 

Being one of the few deportees to survive to this day, it was a rare and highly appreciated experience for the students 

who were very lucky to meet such an incredible person. As M. Ferrari said," It is our duty to pass on to the younger 

generations the memories and experiences of the past that matter, and to keep the collective memory alive ." 

 
       By Oscar Brisset, 3éme 
 
       

Secondary Plays 

 
This month I spoke with Isabelle Browning, one of the directors of the upcoming secondary plays. 

 

Konrad : What is the play about? 

Isabelle : The play is about two young people called Brad and Janet who are off to see their mutual friend and the man 

that brought them together, Dr. Everett Scott. On the way, however, their car breaks down and they are forced to go to a 

sinister castle to ask to make a phonecall where they meet the eccentric Dr. Franken Furter and his household. 

 

Konrad : How long have you been working on this play? 

Isabelle : The project started in late September 

 

Konrad : How many people are in the play? 

Isabelle : It’s a cast of 14 with two directors 

 

Konrad : What day will the play begin? 

Isabelle : The play starts on Tuesday 5th of May to Thursday 7th of May. 

 

Konrad : Do you have any funny stories that happened while practicing or anything like that? 

Isabelle : Life in the theatre is full of ups and downs and we have had moments of brilliance  for example when a certain 

actor made his grand appearance and shocked the directors and the rest of the cast with his compelling and superb dance 

moves. 

 
      By Konrad Heras, 4éme. 

 

 

 



Lycée Drama 

 
This month I got to chat to Mr. Cadden about his Lycée drama group who are preparing for their upcoming play. 

 
What is your full name? "John Cadden"  

 

How long have you been teaching drama? "I have been teaching 39 years!"  

 

What is your class working on at the moment ? "They are creating their own play."  

 

When do you meet up with your group and how old are they:"We meet up three times a week and they are in 2nde." 

  

How many people are in your group? : "I have 18 students." 

  

What is your favourite play? : "Hamlet for sure!" 

  

What do you like most about teaching?: "I like seeing students developing their full potential." 

 

Happy holidays!  
By Nava Gottlieb, 5eme. 

 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
 

GCSE Maths 
This month I interviewed Line Teixeira, a 4eme student who attends GCSE math classes after school. 
 

Penelope : What is GCSE math? 
 

Line : Basically, it’s math lessons for 4eme and 3eme in English. It helps people who wish to pass GCSE maths exam. 

 

Penelope : When did you start GCSE math? 
 

Line : It started in November 2014. 

 

Penelope : Why did you  choose to do GCSE math? 
 

Line : I chose to do it, because I want to pass my GCSE math exam, and knowing how the English curiculum works 

really helps. 

 

Penelope : When is GCSE math? And where? 
 

Line : It is one hour every two weeks on Thursdays, after school from 4:30 to 5:25pm (sequence 10), in the CSI itself. 

Penelope : Is GCSE math different from the 4eme French curiculum? 
 

Line : Yes, it isn’t exactly the same thing, I am with the 3eme class, so i learn new things every class, and there is less 

geometry, and a bit more alegebra. 

 

Penelope : Do you like it? Why? 
 

Line : Yes, I like it very much, I find it fun to do math in English, and the atmosphere is very pleasant, we talk and work 

at the same time! I also like it because it helps in my math class for French, I feel advanced and prepared. 

 

      By Penelope Revel, 4éme 
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Anglophone Ads. 
 
Guitar lessons: 
Would you like to learn an instrument whilst improving your English? Learn the songs you want to play in a 
fun and creative environment! 
Philip Cassidy is a multi-instrumentalist from Ireland. Philip recently moved to Lyon having previously 
worked with Music Generation (Ireland’s alternative music school funded by U2). He has six years experience 
teaching music and over 15 years experience in music performance. Philip specialises in teaching guitar and 
drums, but also has experience teaching ukulele, bass, music technology, and stage performance. 
Lessons are catered specifically to the individual student. Classes are fun and practical. They are typically one-
to-one but group lessons can also be arranged if you would like to learn with a friend! 
Class times are flexible and can be arranged to suit busy schedules! 
Now enrolling new students.   
Please contact: philip.cassidy.music@gmail.com or 077-124-8153 
_____________________________________________________________________ 

News from Primary 
 

 
 

News from the classroom 
 
CP  
It’s a risky business being in CP on April 1st! Aside from showing keen interest in ichthyology, the CPs have 
now completed their own extended stories. One of the comments in their self-evaluation says it all: ‘I’m very 
proud – this is the first book I’ve ever written’.  
 

 
Photo by Jove - CP 

 

 

CE1 
CE1s have had lots of fun using ChatterPix – an app on our iPads that lets the children make anything talk – 
pets, friends, doodles. Using pictures of the animals they have chosen for their project, the children have had 
to make a succinct recording about their chosen species. The listener has the impression that the animal is 
talking! 
 
 

 
Poster courtesy of CE2 

 
CE2 
Well done to the CE2s for their performances of Anansi stories! There were some proud parents last Monday 
afternoon! Many thanks to Miss Parlane and Mrs Joannès for all their patience and hard work. See the article 
by Marine for more information. 

mailto:philip.cassidy.music@gmail.com


 
  

CM1 
CM1s are now in the completion phase of their projects. They’ve also contributed to Press Week run by 
Nathalie Ochmanski. They have interviewed Rob Miller and written about English-speaking capital cities they 
have visited. 
 
 

CM2 

The CM2s too are in the final phase of their story writing. Whilst some are busy writing their chapters, those 
in Youcef Krouk’s class are on a field trip – more about that in the next issue of NewsBite. 
 
 

…and from our photographers’ gallery… 

 
Did you guess where these photos were taken? 
 
 

         
   
They were all taken in the Primary library! 

   
 

CE2 performances of Anansi stories 
 
Lights…camera…action! 
 
On Monday 30th March, the CE2s performed several plays about the spider ‘Anansi’ and her adventures. Each CE2 class 
was divided into groups of 3 or 4 and each group had to make up a short play about Anansi’s adventures. 
The CE2s kicked off their performances with a dance and a song and then the plays started. They were all quite different! 
 
Marine 
 
 
 

SMILE! 
 
 
Some CM2s now have braces on their teeth. Our NewsBite press team asked a CM2 what it was like to have braces and 



how it felt when they were taken off! 
 

         
 
 
 
 
 

NewsBite interviewed Sarah to find out how she felt about having braces. 
 
NewsBite: Does it hurt to have braces? 
 
Sarah: It hurts at the beginning because you are not used to having them on your teeth. Otherwise, when you’ve had 
them for a few days, you almost don’t feel them! 
 
Newsbite: Did you want to have braces? 
 
Sarah: I don’t really know. I knew they were going to make my teeth straight.  
 
NewsBite: Were you scared about having them put on? 
 
Sarah: Yes, but I knew they were only temporary and that I’d have lovely teeth in the end. 
 
NewsBite: Did it hurt when you had them put on? 
 
Sarah: It hurts when the orthodontists stretches your mouth wide to put the braces on your back teeth. 
 
NewsBite: How long does it take? 
 
Sarah: It takes about an hour and a half depending on whether they put the braces on all your teeth or not. 
 
 
Braces are now really popular! In fact, some people where them like accessories. You can choose different coloured 
elastics. And what’s best is that braces give you super straight teeth! 
 
Sarah and Maya 
 
 
Five questions for …… Alix, who had her braces removed recently 

 
NewsBite: How did you react when you were told your braces were coming off? 
 
Alix: I was quite happy. In fact, they made a mistake with the date and they should have come off sooner.  
 
NewsBite: Was it hard to get used to having no braces? 
 
Alix: Yes, it was quite hard. I’d had them for a year! When I touched my teeth with my lips, it felt strange. 
 
Newsbite: What was it like in the days after you had them removed? 
 
Alix: Well, it was pretty much the same as with the braces as when I ate, my teeth still moved…and hurt! 

 
NewsBite: What happened when the orthodontist took them off? 
 



Alix: It hurt because it’s as if they torturing your teeth! They unglue the braces. 
 
NewsBite: What would you say to people who are going to have braces? 
 
Alix: Good luck and be brave. You’ll get used to them! 
 
Alix and Mathilde 
 
 
 

Tongue Twisters 

 
Can you say this quickly 5 times without stopping? 
 
Thelma Thistlethwaite 
 
  
And what about…. 
 
Peter Piper picked a peck of pickled pepper, 
A peck of pickled pepper Peter Piper picked. 
If Peter Piper picked a peck of pickled pepper, 
Where’s the peck of Pickled Pepper Peter Piper picked? 
 
 
 
 
 
Primary press team: 
Anouk, Iona, Joséphine, Lila, Lorraine, Marine, Mathilde, Maya, Sarah, Tara, and Matteo with special guest photographer, 
Jove from CP. 
 


